Unit 3: Diversity & Equality in Society

7th Grade
Ms. Settles
Name: __________________

Unit Quotes Continued

Prompt & Discussion Questions:

★
★
★
★

Who do you think these speakers are?
What is the meaning of the quotes?
Which quote stuck with you and why?
What ideas do you predict our unit will focus on?

Unit Introduction
Essential Questions:
★ Unit Question: How did World War II a ect individuals?
Student Understandings & Learning Goals:
➔ World War II presented new opportunities and challenges for Americans.
➔ Navajo Americans and Japanese Americans have made indispensable contributions to
American society throughout history.
➔ Cultural identity can be a source of strength and pride.
➔ I can summarize the experiences of Japanese Americans and members of the Navajo
tribe—before, during, and after World War II and the challenges they faced during this
time.
➔ I can describe the role of the Navajo code talkers in the United States’ World War II
victory, and explain how the war a ected Navajo individuals.
➔ I can explain the causes of the Japanese internment, daily life at Manzanar camp, and
the e ects of the internment camps on Japanese American individuals.
Text Set:
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Novel: Code Talker, Joseph Bruchac
Informational Text: Farewell to Manzanar, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston & James D. Houston
Biography: “Benjamin O. Davis, Jr.,” Alexis O’Neill
Historical Accounts:
○ “Navajo Code Talkers,” Harry Gardiner
○ “Pearl Harbor and World War II,” Brandon Marie Miller and Mark Clemens
○ “Relocation Camps,” Craig Blohm
○ “World War II Internment of Japanese Americans,” Alan Taylor
Journalism: Pearl Harbor headlines
Music: “A Beautiful Dawn,” Radmilla Cody
Photography:
○ Manzanar from Guard Tower, Ansel Adams
○ Photograph of Flag Raising on Iwo Jima, 02/23/45, Joe Rosenthal
○ Roy Takeno, outside Free Press O ce, Ansel Adams
○ School Children, Ansel Adams
Poster
○ “Americans All”
○ “United We Win”

Major Assessments:
❏ Evidence Guide
❏ Reading Strategies: Annotations,
DTQs, Close Reading Sheets,
Summaries, etc.
❏ Code Talker Character Trait Analysis
Writing

❏
❏
❏
❏

Farewell to Manzanar Central Ideas
Writing
Identity in a Time of Challenge
Writing
DTQ Discussions
Socratic Seminar

Unit Vocabulary
#

Terms

Definitions

1

Marginalization

To be excluded or treated as being of no importance.

2

Equality

A state of having the same value, measure, or quantity as something else

3

Segregation

The act of social separation according to racial or ethnic group.

4

Diversity

the state of being diverse or di erent.

5

Race

a group of people sharing the same culture, history, language, etc.; an ethnic
group.

6

Ethnicity

the fact or state of belonging to a social group that has a common national
or cultural tradition.

7

Heritage

a person's ethnic or cultural background. A person’s heritage is based on their
ancestors.

8

Humane

having or showing compassion or benevolence.

9

Tradition

the transmission of customs or beliefs from generation to generation, or the
fact of being passed on in this way.

10

Culture

the customs, arts, social institutions, and achievements of a particular nation,
people, or other social group.

11

Imperialism

a policy of extending a country's power and inﬂuence through diplomacy or
military force.

12

Isolationism

a policy of remaining apart from the a airs or interests of other groups,
especially the political a airs of other countries.

13

Benjamin
O’Davis Jr.

an American United States Air Force general and commander of the World
War II Tuskegee Airmen. He was the ﬁrst African-American general o cer in
the United States Air Force.

14

Pearl Harbor

A major United States naval base in Hawaii that was attacked without
warning by the Japanese air force on December 7, 1941, with great loss of
American lives and ships.

15

Enlist

enroll or be enrolled in the armed services.

16

Recruiter

A person who enrolls young men and women in the armed forces.

Recruit

A soldier recently enlisted in the armed forces, a new member of a group or
organization.

17

Platoon

A group of persons trained as a unit, a military unit.

18

Motto

a short sentence or phrase chosen as encapsulating the beliefs or ideals
guiding an individual, family, or institution.

19

Tuskegee
Airmen

a group of African-American military pilots (ﬁghter and bomber) who fought
in World War II.

20

Navajo Mission
Schools

Schools that Navajos were forced to attend that took their identity from them
and Americanized them. They also taught them the Christian religion. A
religious school with the goal of converting local peoples to a particular faith.

21

Cultural
Assimilation

Cultural assimilation is the process by which a person's or group's culture
come to resemble those of another group. ... Full assimilation occurs when
new members of a society become indistinguishable from members of the
other group.

22

The Long Walk

the 1864 deportation of the Navajo people by the government of the United
States of America. Navajos were forced to walk from their land in what is now
Arizona to eastern New Mexico.

23

Navajo Nation

Is Native American territory covering about 17 million acres occupying
portions of northeastern Arizona, southeastern Utah, and northwestern New
Mexico in the United States where the Navajo tribe resides in a reservation.

24

Sacred

connected with God (or the gods) or dedicated to a religious purpose

25

Four Corners

home to the capital of the Navajo tribal government at Window Rock,
Arizona

26

Patriotism

vigorous support for one's country.

27

Code Talker

People who used obscure languages as a means of secret communication
during wartime.

28

Propaganda

information, especially of a biased or misleading nature, used to promote or
publicize a particular political cause or point of view.

29

Internment

the state of being conﬁned as a prisoner, especially for political or military
reasons.

30

Interrogation

The act of questioning.

31

Subordinate

lower in rank or position.

32

Communal

shared by all members of a community; for common use.

33

Bombardment

a continuous attack with bombs, shells, or other missiles.

34

Detain

keep (someone) from proceeding; hold back.

35

Pacify

quell the anger, agitation, or excitement of.

36

Domestic

existing or occurring inside a particular country; not foreign or international.

Other Code Talker Specific Vocabulary
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Furlough- a vacation for a person in
the military
Barracks- buildings where students
live for a short period of time.
Brig- military prison.
Classiﬁed- of highly restricted
availability, conﬁdential
Morse Code- using dots and dashes
or by short and long ﬂashes or ﬂight
or sound.
Clockwork (104)
Crossﬁre (117)
Foxhole (117)
Minesweepers (109)
Outpost (107)
Canteen (98)
Knots (103)
Posts (112)
Shells (104)
Defense (106)
Exercise (98)

★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Gung-Ho (98)
Maneuvers (98)
Ammunition (110)
Bayonets (102)
Bombardment (100)
Shrapnel (117)
Amphibious (100)
Division ((100)
Neutralize (107)
Regiment (100)
Civilian (109)
Portfable (115)
Reconnaissance (107)
Reinforcements (107)
Transports (111)
The Chamorros (148, 154)
Battle fatigue (161-162)
The Enemyway Ceremony (161-162)
Kamikazes (165-167)
The Geneva Convention (168-169)
The Red Cross (168)

Introduction to Key Vocabulary

Quick Discussion:
★ What do you think the word “Marginalized” means?
★ What are the di erent parts of the word?
★ Hint: The Word ending -alized means “caused to become”.
★ What people or groups that we’ve read about, or that you know about, have
experienced marginalization?
★ What is the opposite of marginalizing people?
Term
Marginalized
(Verb, Adj)
Term
Equality
(Noun)

Deﬁnition
To be excluded or treated as being of no importance.
Synonyms: Sidelined, Disregarded
Deﬁnition
A state of having the same value, measure, or quantity as something
else.

____________________________________________________________________________

Prior Knowledge Quick Write Prompt & Discussion
★
★
★

What do you know about World War II?
What do you know about the experience of the Native Americans?
Share out your ideas on these questions!
____________________________________________________________________________

Explaining the Metaphor in “Listen, My Grandchildren”
At the end of the the introduction to the book, “Listen, My Grandchildren”
the author states, “I will go back to the beginning, pound the posts in the
ground, and build the frame. I will start where my own story of words and
warriors begins.”

Notice & Wonder Poster Analysis
Directions: Create a T Chart in your journals Instruct students to note what
they notice and wonder about the images on a T-chart in their Response.

Poster Analysis Questions:
★ What do you notice about the poster?
★ What do you wonder about the poster?
★ What message is each poster trying to get across?
Part 1: “United We Win”

Part 2: “Americans All”

US Armed Forces Explanation
The US Armed Forces consist of ﬁve armed service branches: The Army,
Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard. The slogan of the Marine
Corps is “the few, the proud”. The Marine motto is “Semper Fidelis” or
“always faithful”. The ranks in the Marines go in ascending order from
Private, to Corporal, to Sergeant, to Sergeant Major.

Benjamin O. Davis, Jr. ‘Determined to Succeed’ by Alexis O’Neill
Directions: Read and annotate (15-20) this article to learn more
about an individual who fought during World War II and about
the concepts of equality and marginalization. Answer the
questions and be ready to discuss!
1 When Benjamin O. Davis, Jr., took his ﬁrst ride in an airplane as
a teenager in 1926, his life was changed forever. “I was
completely overwhelmed,” he said. “We ﬂew in an open-cockpit
airplane... About all I remember are the takeo and the feeling
of exhilaration at being in the air... and I remember a sudden
surge of determination to become an aviator.”
2 The way to make this dream come true was through the military. Davis’s father, who
had risen from enlisted man to o cer in the U.S. Army, urged him to apply to the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point. There he would receive a high-quality education and
enter the military as an o cer. Davis’s father believed that African Americans had an
important role to play in the military and thought that his son could be instrumental in
making changes there. Young Davis failed the entrance exam to West Point the ﬁrst
time he took it. But he was “determined to succeed.” He passed it on his second try in
1932.
3 Davis was the only black cadet at West Point. In those days, o cial military
instructions claimed that blacks were inferior to whites and lacked courage and strong
moral character. Upperclassmen at West Point wanted Davis to quit, so they enforced a
“silencing” against him. For four years, no one talked to Davis. “Throughout my career
at West Point and beyond, it was often di cult to reconcile the principles of Duty,
Honor, and Country with the Army’s inhumane and unjust treatment of individuals on
the basis of race,” Davis later said. His ability to endure the silencing made him strong.
He never complained to his family, classmates, or
superiors.
4 Davis’s graduation in 1936 made headlines. He was the
ﬁrst African American to graduate from West Point in the
twentieth century. But when he applied to ﬂy in the Army
Air Corps, he was rejected. No African American units were
to be included in the Air Corps because whites were
unwilling to have African American commanders.

5 In 1941, the War Department approved the
formation of an all-African American ﬂying
unit. After ﬂight training at Tuskegee Institute
in Alabama, Davis was placed in command of
the 99th Pursuit Squadron. By 1943, he was
leading his men in missions against enemy
forces in North Africa and the Mediterranean.
For his leadership during a bomber escort
mission, Davis received the Distinguished
Flying Cross. When the war in Europe ended in
May 1945, Davis expected to lead missions
against Japan. Instead, he returned to the United States to lead the all-African
American 477th Bombardment Group. Before the unit was sent into action, the war in
the Paciﬁc ended.
6 Unfortunately, another kind of war was continuing in the United States: segregation
and the ﬁght to change it. Substandard living quarters, schooling, and treatment of
African American veterans appalled Davis. In 1946, the 332nd and the 477th moved to
Lockbourne Air Base in Columbus, Ohio. For the ﬁrst time ever, African Americans
administered an Army Air Force base in the United States without the immediate
supervision of white o cers. “Lockbourne became one of the best bases in the Air
Force,” Davis said. He continued his distinguished military career until his retirement in
1970, when he turned his talents to public service.
7 Although Davis is proud of having graduated from West Point, he wrote in his
autobiography, “I do not ﬁnd it complementary to me or to the nation to be called ‘the
ﬁrst black West Point graduate in this century.’ We are all simply Americans, surely the
unnecessary labeling of people by race, religion, or ethnicity does nothing to bring the
many diverse groups of American society together.” Benjamin O. Davis, Jr.,
demonstrated his determination to succeed, his skill as a pilot, his courage in battle, and
his patriotism in spite of many obstacles. And he was able to make things better for
those who came after him.
Questions to Answer in Journals & Discuss:
1. How is the article organized? How did this organization help readers?
2. What do you think the author’s purpose was in writing the article? What is the tone?
3. What did you learn about Benjamin O. Davis’s experience?
4. What experiences or examples of marginalization did you notice in the article?
5. How did Davis work to foster more equal treatment for African Americans?

Examining the Author’s Note

Directions: We will read the Author’s note as a class and annotate using the
following signs on stickies.
*

Mark important ideas about the Navajos’ history or culture.

!

Note interesting details.

?

Show places in the text where you might have questions, wonders, or
confusion.

“What did you learn about Navajo history in this section?”
Display the following map of the southwestern United States, pointing out the
Four Corners area mentioned in the Author’s Note, the mountain ranges there,
and Gallup, New Mexico, where the book’s protagonist is heading:
How does the information in the Author’s Note help you better understand the
signiﬁcance of what the uncle is trying to communicate to Kii Yazhi in Chapter 1
and why he is telling him about the Navajo History?
Author’s Note: (Pg 222)
- What was the issue with Bruchac’s ﬁrst
draft?
- How is Code Talker like an
informational history book? How is it
not?
-What genre is Code Talker? -What are
the particular features of this genre?
-Why might the author have chosen to
write a work of historical ﬁction instead
of an informational book?
Navajo Timeline:
http://www.angelﬁre.com/sc3/smmindex3/navajotimeline.html

Flipped Lesson Videos & Notes
Directions: Watch the videos using headphones & take notes on the Notes Sheet. You should
strive to have at least 20 notes on each video.
Flipped Lesson Assignments:
7th- Intro to WWII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUqy-OQvVtI&t=52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvDFsxjaPaE
7th- Navajo History
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkBASFMYwL0&t=52s
7th - Vocabulary
https://voicethread.com/myvoice/share/10380929

Flipped Lesson #1 Notes Sheet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Flipped Lesson #2 Notes Sheet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Flipped Lesson #3 Code Talker Vocabulary Fill In Sheet
1. Marginalization is to be excluded or treated as being of no _________________.
2. ______________is a state of having the same value, measure, or quantity as
something else.
3. Segregation is the act of social separation according to racial or ethnic group. What is
an example of segregation?
4. _______________ is the state of being diverse or di erent.
5. _______________ is a group of people sharing the same culture, history,
language, etc.; an ethnic group.
6. _______________ is the fact or state of belonging to a social group that has a
common national or cultural tradition.
7. Heritage is a person's __________________ or _______________
background. A person’s heritage is based on their ancestors.
8. ___________________is having or showing compassion or benevolence. This can
be with
___________________ or _____________________.
9. _________________ is the transmission of customs or beliefs from generation to
generation, or the fact of being passed on in this way. What is an example of tradition?
10 ______________________ is the customs, arts, social institutions, and
achievements of a particular nation, people, or other social group.
11. ___________________ is a policy of extending a country's power and inﬂuence
through diplomacy or military force. What countries tried to do this in WWII?
12. ___________________ is a policy of remaining apart from the a airs or
interests of other groups, especially the political a airs of other countries. What
country tried to do this after WWI?

13. ________________________ is an American United States Air Force general
and commander of the World War II Tuskegee Airmen. He was the ﬁrst
African-American general o cer in the United States Air Force.
14 ____________ ____________ was a major United States naval base
in_________________ that was attacked without warning by the Japanese air
force on December 7, 1941, with great loss of American lives and ships.
15. _____________ is to enroll or be enrolled in the armed services.

16. ______________/ __________________ is a person who enrolls young men
and women in the armed forces. The second word is a soldier recently enlisted in the
armed forces, a new member of a group or organization.
17. _________________ is a group of persons trained as a unit, a military unit.
18. A ______________ is a short sentence or phrase chosen as encapsulating the
beliefs or ideals guiding an individual, family, or institution. What is an example of a
motto?
19. Tuskegee Airmen were a group of African-American military pilots (ﬁghter and
bomber) who fought in ____________________ .
20. _________________ ___________________ _________________were schools that Navajos were forced to attend that took their identity from them and
Americanized them. They also taught them the Christian religion.
21. ___________________ Assimilation is the process by which a person's or group's
culture come to resemble those of another group.
22. _______ ____________ ______________ was the 1864 deportation of the
Navajo people by the government of the United States of America. Navajos were forced
to walk from their land in what is now Arizona to eastern New Mexico. How long was it?
23. The ________________ _________________ is Native American territory
covering about 17 million acres occupying portions of northeastern __________,
southeastern ________, and northwestern _________ ______________ in the

United States where the Navajo tribe resides in a reservation.
24. The ______________ __________________ is the home to the capital of
the Navajo tribal government at Window Rock, Arizona
25. ____________ means connected with God (or the gods) or dedicated to a
religious purpose.
26. ______________ is vigorous support for one's country.
27. __________ ______________ are people who used obscure languages as a
means of secret communication during wartime.
28. ________________ is information, especially of a biased or misleading nature,
used to promote or publicize a particular political cause or point of view.

Flipped Lesson Survey:
1. What did you think of the ﬂipped lesson videos?

2. Did this kind of learning work for you? Why or why not? Was it easy or hard?

3. Do you feel that this type of learning engages you?

Flipped Lesson Reﬂection
What did you think of this ﬂipped lesson? Did you like or dislike it? Did you like it
better than the ﬁrst ﬂipped lesson? What type of learning works best for you
when learning new information (videos, presentations, pictures/images, lectures,
etc)?

Class Presentation: WWII & The Navajos
Directions/Requirements: : Select a topic to research and contribute to the class
slideshow. You will be asked to present to the class what you have learned about the
Navajos and World War II.
★ Create a Google Doc in your English Folder to store your research and site info.
★ Create a “Cover Slide” for your Section of the Slideshow
★ 3-5 Slides on Your Topic with at least 1 Paragraph/Set of Bullets Per Slide
★ At least 3 Pictures/Images to Show Topic
★ Put Sources at End of Slideshow: Cite All Sources Using EasyBib in MLA Format
★ Customize the Font & Background of Your Part of the Slide Show
★ PROOFREAD!
★ Present to the class!

Research Topics:
Navajos:
1. What is the Navajo Nation? Where is it located? What is it like? What did Navajos live in?
Describe the hogan.
2. What is the history of the Navajo Nation? Explain some of the most signiﬁcant historical
events of the Navajo tribe.
3. Who are some famous Navajos? What did they do and why are they important?
4. What kinds of arts and crafts did the Navajos create? What types of art are popular
among the Navajo people?
5. What was entertainment like during this time? What did the Navajos do for fun and
entertainment?
6. What are traditional Navajo weapons like? What did the Navajos use for ﬁghting and
hunting?
7. What are the various types of ceremonies used by the Navajos?
8. What is the religion of the Navajos?
9. What is known about the Navajo language, and how does its pronunciation work? Give
information about the Navajo language.
10. What are the traditional dress and jewelry of the Navajos? What is the traditional
hairstyle of the Navajos?
11. Discuss the treatment of the Native Americans in the past. What was the Long Walk?
Deﬁne cultural assimilation and how it relates to the Native Americans.
World War II:
1. Give a short explanation of World War I. What happened during the war? How did the
ﬁrst world war end?
2. What were the causes of World War II? Why did the second world war start? What factors
played into the start of this war?

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Criteria

Explain who the Axis and Allies were in World War II. Who was on each side of the ﬁght in
this world war? What was each countries reason for joining?
Explain some of the major events that happened during World War II. Select a few and
discuss in detail.
Discuss the di erent ranks in the military. What was a soldier’s role in each rank?
What kind of weaponry was used in World War II, and what are some of the weapons and
artillery described in Code Talker, such as caliber, riﬂes, shells, mortars, and machine
guns?
What was the uniform of various soldiers like in the Marines?
How did the War a ect people back home in the United States? What challenges did
people back home face?
What did women do during World War II? What was their role in society before the war
and how did it change when the draft happened?
What was the Holocaust? What happened during the Holocaust?
How did World War II end? What event eventually caused World War II to be over?
What is the Japanese Internment? During World War II, how were Japanese Americans
treated by Americans?
Discuss Segregation in the United States after World War II. What was segregation and
how did it a ect black people? How were black veterans treated after coming home
from the war?
1

2

3

4

Research/
Information

Student’s research is
lacking. Very little to
no evidence of
research completed.

There is some evidence
of research. Research is
a work in progress.

Student has conducted
adequate research to
answer the question.

Student surpassed
research requirements
to answer the
question.

Organization/
Look of
Slideshow

Slides are not
organized in a clear
way. Background and
font are lacking.
Slides are missing
pictures.

Slides are missing one or
a few aspects of
organization. May be
messy, missing
background/font or
pictures.

Slides have a clear
organization, student
has selected a
background and font.
Pictures are included.

Slides are highly
organized in a creative
way,background and
fonts are customized
and relevant pictures
are included in
presentation.

Proofreading/
GUM

Student needs to
proofread and make
many revisions to
slideshow.

Student needs to
proofread and make
some revisions to
slideshow.

Student has proofread
the slideshow, a few
errors present.

Student clearly
proofread the
slideshow and no
errors are evident.

Presentation

Student’s
presentation is
lacking or student
needs to ﬁnish the
slideshow.

Student presents some
of their research to the
class.

Student adequately
presents their research
to the class and
answers questions.

Student proudly
presents their
research to the class
ans answers questions
about topic.

Navajo Tribal Council’s Special Resolution
June of 1940 (Pages 34-35)
Whereas, the Navajo Tribal Council and the 50,000 people we represent, cannot fail to
recognize the crisis now facing the world in the threat of foreign invasion and destruction of
great liberties and beneﬁts which we enjoy on the reservation, and
Whereas, there exists no purer concentration of Americanism than among the First Americans,
and
Whereas it has become common practice to attempt national destruction through sowing the
seeds of treachery among minority groups such as ours, and
Where, we hereby serve notice that any un-American movement among our people will be
resented and dealt with severely, and
Now, therefore, we resolve that the Navajo Indians stand ready as they did in 1918, to aid and
defend our government and its institutions against all subversion and armed conﬂict and
pledge loyalty to the system which recognized minority rights and a way of light that has
placed us among the greatest people our our race.

1) What is the Navajo Tribal Council resolution saying?

2) What are the central ideas in the Navajo Tribal Council’s resolution from 1940?

Pearl Harbor Attack
Chapter 6
Directions: Chapter 6 is organized into three parts, background description about Japan
at the start of World War II, an overview of the Navajo perspective at the start of WWII,
and details about the events of Sunday, December 7th, 1941, both for the protagonist of
the novel and for the nation as a whole.
For each of these three parts, note two important ideas of events the author develops:
Part 1: Japan at the start of
WWII.

Part 2: The Navajos at the
start of WWII.

Part 3: Details about Sunday
December 7, 1941

Idea #1

Idea #1

The Protagonist’s Experience
on that day…

Idea #2

Idea #2

The National Event on that day:

WWII Theatres of War Maps
Explanation: As WWII began, Europe was facing Hitler’s expansion from Germany. At the same
time, Japan was pushing to expand and invade other areas. Therefore, there were two wars
going on at this time, one in Europe and one in the Paciﬁc. The US was positioned directly
between these two theatres of war.

Important Places: Japan, Wake Island, Guam, Guadalcanal, Pearl Harbor, Fort Deﬁance,
Germany, Italy, Solomon Islands

Timeline:

➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

1914-1918: World War 1
1930’s: US is in an economic depression
Mid 1930’s: Hitler and the Nazi Party gain control of Germany
1935: Italy invades Ethiopia
1936: Italy and Germany join forces.
1938: Germany overtakes Austria.
1939: Germany attacks Poland; France & Great Britain declare war on Germany and Italy.
1940: Germany bombs Great Britain; Japan joins forces with Italy and Germany.
1941: The US sends help to Great Britain and the Soviet Union; the US freezes Japanese
assets in America; on December 7, Japan bombs Pearl Harbor; the US enters war, Hitler
declares war on US.

Pearl Harbor and World War II
By Brandon Marie Miller and Mark Clemens
Directions: Read and annotate the article. (15-20 annotations). Answer the
questions in your journal and be ready to discuss.
1 While trouble was brewing in the rest of the world, America had its own
problems in the 1930s—it was stuck in a severe economic depression. Americans
did not want to get involved in another “European mess,” as they had during
World War I (1914–1918). As President Franklin D.
Roosevelt said, “We seek to isolate ourselves
from war.” But U.S. isolationism, a policy of not
getting involved in the political or economic
situations of other countries, came at a
dangerous time. Building on the bitterness and
bad conditions that resulted from Germany’s loss
in World War I, Adolf Hitler was rising to power in
that country. By the mid-1930s, using violence
and hatred to spread his fascist ideas, Hitler and
the Nazi party had gained control of Germany.
2 Other aggressive nations also were on the rise. Italian dictator Benito Mussolini
looked to extend his empire into North Africa. He invaded Ethiopia in 1935. In
1936, Mussolini joined forces with Hitler in the Rome–Berlin Axis. Japan also had
dreams of becoming an imperial force.
3 Meanwhile, Hitler began rearming Germany. In March 1938, he took over
Austria. When Hitler threatened to swallow up part of Czechoslovakia, the other
European powers did not stand in his
way in the hope of preventing a war.
4 But Hitler would not stop. He invaded
the rest of Czechoslovakia, and then, on
September 1, 1939, he attacked Poland.

Two days later, France and Great Britain declared war on Germany and Italy.
5 By mid-June 1940, a shocked America watched as France surrendered to the
Nazis. Germany then focused its ﬁrepower on Great Britain, raining bombs on
England in July 1940 in what became known as the Battle of Britain. British prime
minister Winston Churchill ﬂooded Roosevelt with pleas for help.
6 Roosevelt knew that the United States needed to aid England. In the spring of
1941, American supplies began pouring into England, and a few months later,
into the Soviet Union after Hitler invaded it in June 1941. The United States was
the “arsenal of democracy.”
7 Japan, meanwhile, had joined forces with Germany and Italy in September
1940. After invading China, Japanese troops were pushing into Southeast Asia.
8 The United States hoped to stop Japan by
restricting the sale of oil and steel to that
country. In July 1941, all Japanese assets in
America were frozen. But Japan pushed
onward.
9 Early on a Sunday morning in December,
hundreds of Japanese planes came screaming
out of the sky over the Hawaiian island of
Oahu. They dropped bombs and torpedoes
and covered the ground with machine gun ﬁre. Their target: the U.S. naval base
at Pearl Harbor. Two hours later, more than 2,400 Americans were dead and 18
ships and 188 airplanes had been destroyed.
10 The attack came as a complete
surprise to the American people.
December 7, 1941, was “a date which
will live in infamy,” President Franklin
D. Roosevelt declared. He told the
American people “that since the

unprovoked attack by Japan. . .a state of war has existed between the United
States and the Japanese empire.” Three days later, Germany and Italy declared
war on the United States.
11 Over the next four years, the United States changed from a nation trying to
isolate itself from the world’s problems to becoming a leader among nations. It
raised and supplied a huge ﬁghting force. Americans produced guns, vehicles,
vessels, aircraft, and manpower. Hundreds of thousands of American soldiers
enlisted to ﬁght overseas. Meanwhile, the men and women who remained at
home did not remain untouched by the war. They ﬁlled the jobs left empty by
the men who became soldiers. World War II was an event that impacted the
world, and the lives of all Americans were altered by it.
Reﬂection Questions:
★ Authors of informational texts often organize the texts using some
general patterns (Compare & Contrast, Cause & E ect, Problem &
Solution, Chronological) How is this text organized? How do you know?
★ What did you learn about Pearl Harbor from the reading?
★ What did you learn about WWII from the reading?
★ What did you notice about the headlines? How are they written?
Task:
Write a headline for one of the chapters we have read so far. The headline
should be about Ned’s experiences. Be ready to share out headlines.
_____________________________________________________

Decoding Notes & Activity
Part 1: Take Notes on how the code works, and challenges and beneﬁts of the code.

How the Code
Works

A Challenge of the
Code

A Beneﬁt of the
Code

A Beneﬁt to the
Navajo Code Talkers

Part 2: Decode This Code Using the Website- https://www.history.navy.mil/research/library/
online-reading-room/title-list-alphabetically/n/navajo-code-talker-dictionary.html

TLA-GIN TLO-CHIN LHA-CHA-EH
GAH

AH-NAH

BA-GOSHI

YEH-HES

AH-JAH

AH-JAH A-KEH-DI-GLINI

DZEH

CHINDI

_____________
_______________
____________________________________________________________
Creative Vocabulary Activity
Each group will be assigned some of the vocabulary from the speciﬁc vocabulary list.
Groups must ﬁnd a way to deﬁne their word by:
➔ Drawing a picture
➔ Using a sentence in context
➔ Creating a comparison or analogy
➔ By breaking the word down into its parts
Complete a silent Gallery Walk in which students will review the work of other students.

Navajo Ceremonies & Songs
Chapter 9
Introduction: Chapter 9 is all about the Blessingway ceremony that Ned undergoes
before enlisting in the military. The Blessingway is an ancient, spiritual, sacred
ceremony that is central to the Navajos religious tradition. The Navajo perform a
variety of healing ceremonies, with chants or songs that are designed to restore
balance. The Blessingways are performed to invoke positive blessings and good fortune
as Ned states, “The Blessingway is done for all that is good” (50). Before leaving their
communities to join the armed forces in WWII, many Navajo men and women took part
in Blessingway ceremonies, intended to protect them from harm.

Directions:
Read Chapter & Listen to A Beautiful Dawn by Radmilla Cody
★ How does listening to this Navajo song help you visualize and understand the
events and ideas in Chapter 9?
★ What does this chapter and the description of the Blessingway show about being
Navajo?
★ How, and why, does the Blessingway give Ned strength?

Bootcamp
Chapter 10
Directions: Instruct students to draw a Venn diagram in their Response Journals, with
one side labeled “Boarding School” and the other labeled “Boot Camp.” Display the
following prompt:
In the late 1800s, Richard H. Pratt, the founder of a school for American Indians, stated
his belief that the school should: “Kill the Indian and save the man” (Bruchac 220). How
does this quotation relate to Ned’s boarding school situation? To his experience in boot
camp? Use the Venn diagram to compare and contrast the two experiences.

Analyzing Central Ideas
Chapter 10
Directions: Think about the central ideas that Joseph Bruchac develops in chapter 10. In the table
below, the left-hand column lists key events in chapter 10. In the corresponding rows of the
right-hand column, describe why each event is important. What does it mean, and what central
idea does it develop? (The ﬁrst row has been completed as an example.) Then, answer the
question below.
Plot Event

What It Means / Central Idea It Supports

The recruits take the bus to
be sworn in and are reminded
of a journey that their
ancestors made.

This scene shows the strength of the Navajos’ loyalty to their
land that they are enlisting despite how they were treated in
the past by the government.

The Navajo ﬁnd that boot
camp does not seem as
di cult for them as it does
for others.

Georgia Boy does not know
how to read, and asks Ned to
read his letter from home.

Ned and Georgia Boy become
friends.

Central Ideas Creative Writing Extension Options:

★
★

Imagine you are a newspaper reporter interviewing Ned Begay for the article whose
headline you wrote. Write a transcript of the interview, reﬂecting the most important
events in chapter 10.
Imagine that you are Ned. Write a letter home to your family telling about your
experiences and impressions of boot camp.

Marine Corps Hymn
Chapter 12

The Marine Corps Hymn is the oldest and best-known o cial military song in the
United States. It is an important and proud part of the culture of the Marine
Corps. Play audio of the hymn and read the end of Chapter 12.
Play Audio Version: http://witeng.link/0031
Final Verse of Marine Corps Hymn

Final Verse of the Navajo Nation

If the Army and the Navy
Ever look on Heaven’s scenes;
They will ﬁnd the streets are
guarded
By United States Marines.”

Sila-go-tsoi do chah-lakai
Ya-ansh-go das dez e e
Washingdon be Akalh Kosi la
Hozo-g-kay-ha-tehn

If the Army and the Navy ever see
Heaven, the US Marines will be
living there in peace.

What does the Navajo version reﬂect about the Navajos?

Boarding School/Code School Comparison
Chapters 11-12

BS Experience

CS Experience

Ned is told Navajo is a
useless language.

Ned is told that Navajo
can be used as a secret
code to save lives.

Same or Di erent

Ned is taken to a place
with no idea what to
expect or what might
happen.
Ned’s teachers are other
Navajos.

Ned has both American
Indian and non-Indian
buddies.
Ned is told to forget his
culture and Navajo way
of life.
Ned feels ashamed of
his Navajo heritage at
Boarding School.

How do Ned’s experiences in Chapter 11-12 inﬂuence his identity and sense of
self?

Navajo Code Talkers Article
By Harry Gardiner
Directions: Read and annotate the article (15-20). Be ready to discuss!
1 When Japanese planes attacked Pearl Harbor on the morning of December
1941, most members of the United States’ largest Indian tribe were isolated from
the problems of the day. When they heard the news, though, they picked up
their guns and headed for the nearest recruiting station. In New Mexico, one
group of ﬁghting men cleaned and oiled their riﬂes, packed their saddlebags,
and rode o to Gallup, ready to do battle with the enemy.
2 More than three thousand Navajo would eventually serve their country
throughout the world. They would be found in the Aleutian Islands, in North
Africa, on the Normandy beaches, in Italy and Sicily, and, most of all, in the
Central and South Paciﬁc. They were better prepared to deal with conditions on
the Paciﬁc islands than most U.S. soldiers. For example, they could crawl through
the jungle without making noise, hiding behind bushes their Anglo comrades had
not even noticed. Because they were used to desert darkness instead of lighted
streets, they were able to move around in the dark with great accuracy in
almost any kind of terrain. They often amazed their white companions with their
ability to spot a snake by smell or sound.
3 Those who did not enter military service contributed in a variety of ways at
home by working in ports building ships, in munitions plants, for the Red Cross,
or for the Bureau of Indian A airs. Many Navajo women served in the Women’s
Army Corps as cooks, weather forecasters, nurses, and nutritionists.
4 One man, Philip Johnston, a civil engineer from Los Angeles, changed the lives
of many young Navajo men in a unique way. The son of a missionary father,
Johnston had spent a large part of his early life living among the Navajo and
spoke their language ﬂuently. This was not easy to do, since the language is
extremely complex, very di cult to learn, and nearly impossible to imitate.
Johnston proposed that the Marine Corps use a code based on the Navajo
language to prevent Japanese and German cryptographers from decoding U.S.

messages. His plan was approved, and during the next ﬁve years, he helped turn
more than four hundred Navajo into Marine “code talkers” and the Navajo
language into one of the United States’ more successful secret weapons.
5 The Navajo were chosen for several reasons. First, Johnston had an intimate
knowledge of their language and culture. Second, the tribe was big enough to
provide a large number of speakers. Third, only twenty-eight non-Navajo,
mainly missionaries and anthropologists, could speak the language—and none
of these was Japanese or German.
6 The Navajo language developed over many centuries, making it very complex.
For example, the same word spoken with four di erent alterations in pitch or
tone of voice has four di erent meanings. Depending on how you pronounce the
Navajo word written ni’, it can have meanings as di erent as “A set of round
objects extends o in a horizontal line” and “I bought it.” This complexity,
combined with ﬂuent speakers who could transmit the code more quickly than
an artiﬁcial code, made it di cult to decode.
7 Because it might fall into enemy hands, this new code was to be spoken only
over the radio or telephone and never to be put into writing. Since the plan was
to develop a code of Indian words, not merely to use translations of Indian
words, there had to be complete agreement on the meanings of all words used.
Any variation in interpretation could spell disaster.
8 The code talkers had to memorize the entire vocabulary of 411 terms. In
competitions with Anglo marines, the Navajo code talkers always won in both
speed and accuracy. Even the most complicated reports and instructions
were transmitted without a single error—an achievement that regular
communications men speaking in code were unable to duplicate. The code was
so successful that the Japanese and Germans failed to decipher a single syllable
of the thousands of messages sent with it.
9 In the September 18, 1945, issue of the San Diego Union, it was stated, “For
three years, wherever the Marines landed, the Japanese got an earful of
strange gurgling noises interspersed with other sounds resembling the call of a

Tibetan monk and the sound of a hot water bottle being emptied.”
10 The importance of the role played by the Navajo code talkers was noted by
Major Howard Conner when he said, “Were it not for the Navajos, the Marines
would never have taken Iwo Jima!” The capture of this island was crucial
to U.S. forces in the last stages of the war because Japanese planes had
continually attacked U.S. bombers from there. The entire military operation was
directed by Navajo code talkers. During the ﬁrst forty-eight hours, they
sent and received more than eight hundred messages without error. When the
famous ﬂag raising took place on Mount Suribachi, the news came in the Navajo
code, with the Japanese name of Suribachi pronounced as
Sheep-uncle-ram-ice-bear-ant-cat-horse-itch.
11 After the war, some of the code talkers went to work for the Bureau of Indian
A airs. Others found work as interpreters, engineers, and construction
supervisors. Still others continued their education and became teachers,
lawyers, and doctors.
12 Navajo code remained a secret until 1965. In March 1989, the surviving code
talkers were reunited in Phoenix, Arizona, and honored by the commandant of
the Marine Corps. A statue was unveiled at the ceremony.

★

What are some new facts you learned about code talkers from this
reading?

Chapter Headlines
Chapters 15-17
Directions: Display a list of headlines from key events in chapters 15-17. Students
will be assigned a number from one to ﬁve. Students will form a group with
people with the same number and discuss the headline within their groups.
Headlines:
1) NAVAJOS THRIVE IN DESERT TRAININGS!
2) DANGER LURKS IN SOLOMON ISLANDS!
3) NED BEGAY MEETS NATIVES!
4) NED/GEORGIA BOY REUNITED!
5) LANDING!
Questions to Discuss in Groups:
● What event or situation does the headline describe?
● Why is the event or situation important?
● What does the event or situation show about Ned and his experience in
World War II?

____________________________________________________________

Visiting Faraways Islands Prompt & Pictures
Chapters 18-20
Prompt: Compare Ned’s idea of what it would be like to visit the faraway islands
he had always imagined with the reality of his experience on those islands.
★ What did Ned think the islands were going to be like? (Fantasy)
★ What were the islands actually like? (Reality)
★ What do you notice from the pictures?
Pictures:

Battle Fatigue
Chapters 21-23
Quick Write:
Ned Begay says that, “When we must ﬁght other humans, injure and kill them,
we also injury a part of ourselves.” (161). The armed forces call it “battle fatigue”
(161). Describe this sickness. What is it about war that causes these kinds of
problems?

____________________________________________________________
Iwo Jima
Chapter 24-26
Iwo Jima
Deﬁnition: Means “sulfur island” because the island’s volcanic vents are still active.
The Battle of Iwo Jima (19 February – 26 March
1945) was a major battle in which the United
States Marine Corps landed on and eventually
captured the island of Iwo Jima from the
Imperial Japanese Army (IJA) during World War
II. The American invasion, designated Operation
Detachment, had the goal of capturing the
entire island, including the three
Japanese-controlled airﬁelds (including the
South Field and the Central Field), to provide a
staging area for attacks on the Japanese main
islands. This ﬁve-week battle comprised some of
the ﬁercest and bloodiest ﬁghting of the Paciﬁc
War of World War II.

Complete one of the following options in your journal using what you have learned in
Chapters 24-26 to describe Iwo Jima. Be ready to share!
1) Word Association Web - Write “Iwo Jima” in the center and jot down words and
ideas coming out in spokes around it.
2) Illustration- Draw an illustration or sketch images to show the island.
3) Sentences- Write a summary of the chapter. Write about the island. Write a
postcard or letter home from the POV of a solder. Write a journal from Ned’s
perspective.

Photograph Analysis & Discussion
Directions: View the photograph and journal about the following questions. Be ready to
share out your thoughts about the photograph.
Photograph of Flag Raising on Iwo Jima
By Joe Rosenthal, 2/23/1945

Journal & Discussion Questions:
★ What makes this such a powerful image?Why do you think the raising of the ﬂag
was such an important symbol?
★ Where is your eye drawn in the photograph? What is the central point of focus?
★ How does the photograph use blank space? How does he use light and dark?
★ What are the men standing on? What can you see of the geography in the
distance?
★ What can you tell about the men in the photograph? How would the photograph
change if you could see the men’s faces?

Content, Style & Structure Check In
Chapter 23-26 Questions
1.

At the end of chapter 23 (pages 169-170), Bruchac explains how the United States
hopes to avoid a full-scale invasion of Japan. Why? What two strategies do they
hope will help them avoid a full scale invasion?

2. How does the author, Bruchac, foreshadow, or warn of, the horrors of Iwo Jima
in chapters 24 and 25? One example is provided for you. Name two more
examples.
Example: When Ned Begay hears the name, a “cold feeling went down [his] spine. [He]
wondered if it was because [he] was going to die there” (173).
1.

2.

3. In chapters 24–26, how does Bruchac continue to develop the central idea that Ned’s
culture sustains him during di cult and challenging times? One example is
provided for you. Name two more examples.
Example: His Navajo spiritual beliefs make him feel stronger. Before he goes into battle,
Ned goes to the upper deck to be closer to the sky. He places pollen on his head
and tongue, and prays to his Holy People.
1.

2.

4) In chapters 24–26, Bruchac uses contrast to describe Iwo Jima, such as when he writes
“what had seemed like a walk in the park had turned into a swim in sea of ﬁre”
(183). Name two more examples of how Bruchac contrasts the idea of a paradise
or a dream with a nightmare or hell.
1.

2.

4) When Ned reaches the top of the slope of black sand on the beach, Bruchac writes:
“Our work was worth it, though. When we ﬁnally reached the top a big reward was
waiting for us. Not only did we have a great view, but we were fully exposed to the
enemy ﬁre that started the exact instant the two of us got there” (184–185).
Describe Bruchac’s tone.
Why do you think he chooses to use this tone?

5) Reread pages 186–187, starting with “When I think of that time, scattered pictures
appear” and ending with “our voices held it together.” Analyze the author’s
content, style, and structure in these paragraphs.

TM

End of Book Reading Discussions
Chapter 27-28

★
★
★
★
★
★
★

What ideas or events most struck you during the reading?
According to Ned, what do most Japanese think of the war? Do they want
to continue ﬁghting?
Who is making the decisions about Japan’s involvement in the war?
What is the role and responsibility of the Japanese emperor? 201-202
From Ned’s point of view, how do the Japanese leaders use lies and hide
the truth to try to stay in power to win the war?
What eventually leads to Japan’s surrender?
List 3 di erent ways or times that Ned returns to his Navajo heritage
during times of crisis or celebration in Chapters 27-28.

Chapter 29
Directions: Ned Begay’s experiences and interactions with non-Navajos are very
di erent during the di erent periods of his life. Use this table to describe his
experience before, during, and after the war.
Before the War: In
Boarding School

During the War: As a
Marine

After the War: Back
Home

Character Analysis Strategies
Explanation: You have already learned the STEAL method, now you will learn this new
Character Analysis method and continue to practice using STEAL as well. Be ready to share out
your thoughts with the class.

STEAL- Write at least 3 di
Speech

Thoughts

Emotions/
Effect on
Others

Actions

Looks

erent details in each box.

Code Talker Informational Writing
Guiding Question:
How do particular aspects of Navajo culture support the development of Ned as
a person and as a Marine?
Assignment:
Students will write 5 paragraphs that analyzes how a particular aspect of Navajo
culture supports the development of Ned Begay’s identity as a person and a Marine.
Your goal is to show how Bruchac develops the central idea that speciﬁc elements of
Ned’s Navajo culture inﬂuence his identity and make him be well qualiﬁed to serve as a
marine.

Learning Goals:
★ I can write an evidence-based informative paragraph and essay.
★ I can demonstrate understanding of how a character’s identity changes over
time.

Standards:

➔
➔
➔

Writing 2- Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey
ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and
analysis of relevant content.
Reading 1- Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the
text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Reading 3- Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (e.g.,
how setting shapes the characters or plot).

Requirements:

❏

A complete 5 paragraph essay in Google Docs English folder including:
(Di erentiated= 3 Paragraphs)
❏ MLA Format & Header
❏ Introduction (using HITR)
❏ 3 Body Paragraphs (using LEAF)
❏ At least 1 piece of evidence (quotes) per paragraph, cited in MLA
Format “Quote,” (Bruchac, 39).
❏ Conclusion (using REC)
❏ Use of transitions throughout essay
❏ Proofreading/GUM- Edit for capitalization, punctuation, spelling, etc.

Character Trait Evidence Guide
Directions: Use this handout to record evidence to show how Bruchac develops
the central idea that speciﬁc elements of Ned’s Navajo culture inﬂuence his
identity and make him be well qualiﬁed to serve as a marine.
Brainstorming: What are the main character traits of Ned, and Navajos in
general?
Ned’s
Navajo
Character
Traits
Patriotic/
Pride for
one’s
country

Navajo Character
Trait
Evidence
(Quote)

How this impacts Ned’s Identity as
a person
(Explanation)

How this impacts Ned’s
identity as a Marine
(Explanation)

Thesis Statements
Explanation:
What is a thesis statement?
★ A thesis statement is usually one sentence that tells the main point of your piece
of writing-research paper, essay, etc.
★ The thesis statement is then "proven" throughout the paper with supporting
evidence.
★ Should not include the words I, me, my, mine, we, the class, this paper, this
paragraph.
We will be writing a three-pronged thesis statement. This is a sentence that includes
three reasons to support the thesis.
Example of Three-Pronged Thesis Statements:
1.

In school, students should wear school uniforms because they would help reduce
discipline, be cheaper than other clothing, and help create school pride.

2. Zoos should be banned because animals need to remain in the wild, zoos cannot
provide natural experiences for animals, and animals in zoos get sick and die.
Now you will write your thesis statement for your Code Talker paper using the following
guided questions…

How do particular aspects of Navajo culture support the development of Ned as a
person and as a Marine?
Sentence Stems:
➔ Various aspects of Ned’s Navajo identity inﬂuence the development of Ned as a
person and as a Marine including _______, __________, and _________.
➔ Ned’s Navajo character traits including _______________________,
_____________________, and ___________ help develop his identity as
a person and make him well qualiﬁed to be a Marine.

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Writing Introduction Paragraphs (HITR)
Explanation: HITR is an acronym you can use to write introduction paragraphs.
For this essay, you will need to have an introductory paragraph.

H- Hook: Rhetorical question, Relevant quote from book/other source, Fact or
statistic, Description of initial response to the work

I- Introduce Topic, Important Information: Pretend as though the person who is
reading your paper has no clue about the book/author/topic/story.

T- Thesis: state your essential idea of the essay, this should include the three
subtopics you’ll be writing about, see lesson on Thesis Statements

R- Review ﬁrst idea to be discussed
Introduction Brainstorming: Write ﬁnal introduction
paragraph on essay outline.

H

I

T

R

Writing Body Paragraphs (LEAF)
Explanation: For an
informational/explanatory
essay, we will use the LEAF
body paragraph structure. For
this paper, you will have 3 LEAF
body paragraphs, (1 for
di erentiated assignments).
(Do LEAF Sample Paragraph
Activity )

____________________________________________________________

L- Lead Sentence/Topic Sentence
Writing E ective Lead Sentences: Do’s and Don’ts
Do’s
State your topic
Be clear.
Engage your reader.
Use your own words, not a quotation.
When appropriate, link to the content of
prior paragraphs.
Lead 1:
Lead 2:
Lead 3:

Don’ts
Be too speciﬁc
Be too broad.
Use informal language (including
contractions, like don’t)
Introduce yourself or use the word,
acknowledge the “paper” or “paragraph”

E- Evidence
Explanation: In your essay, you will have at least 3 piece of evidence in your body
paragraphs. This will go after the Lead sentence. You will cite your pieces of evidence
with the author’s last name (Bruchac) and the page number of the book. You may need
to introduce the evidence before using it.

Example:
In the beginning of the novel, a young Ned states, “I was six and I was worried,”
(Bruchac, 6).
____________________________________________________________

★
★
★
★

A- Analysis
How does one analyze evidence?
How does analysis help to make a paragraph, a paragraph, and not just a list of
evidence?
What purposes can elaboration serve? Why do writers elaborate?
In what speciﬁc ways can a writer elaborate?

The analysis in a paragraph consists of the writer’s words that develop and explain the
connections between the topic and the evidence. Elaboration shows why the topic and
evidence matter. Elaboration adds further ideas to develop a point. Without
elaboration, a paragraph would read more like a list
____________________________________________________________

➔
➔
➔

F- Finish
Connect the main idea of this paragraph back to the focus of the essay.
Finish up your thoughts on this subtopic.
If necessary, transition to the next paragraph.

____________________________________________________________

LEAF Paragraph Practice
Directions: This paragraph follows the LEAF paragraph format. L= Lead, E= Evidence, A=
Analysis, and F= Finish or Conclude, Annotate the paragraph with each part by using
highlighters.

Sample Body Paragraph
The Navajo’s practice of taking the time to put themselves in balance and at
peace helps sustain Ned both at boarding school and in the war. When he and
the other Navajo students arrive at the boarding school, they are feeling
“uncertain” (13). However, once they begin talking to each other, sharing their
names and their mothers’ and fathers’ clans, they start “feeling happier and
more peaceful” (15). Making connections with other Navajos helps restore their
sense of balance and allows them to feel less alone in an alien place. Similarly,
during the war, Ned keeps himself in balance through his rituals with the corn
pollen and contemplation and prayers to the Navajo Holy people (82). As he
says, “the blessing of that corn pollen helped keep me calm and balanced and
safe” (82). When he is about to be sent on his ﬁrst mission, he says, “I rose
before dawn and prayed with my corn pollen” (89). In one of the earliest battles,
he again touches his corn pollen and asks the “Holy People for protection” (110). .
In his wartime experiences, Ned feels fear and worry like other soldiers, but
rather than giving in to those, he uses his Navajo practices, to steady and
prepare himself to face the challenges. His deep Navajo spirituality and
practices, as well as his awareness of when he is nervous and needs to restore
his balance, gives Ned strength to face the hardships of school and the many
dangers of the war.

Writing Conclusions (REC)
R - Rephrase Thesis
Reword your thesis statement. You may want to start the rewording of your thesis with
a signal word (thus, therefore, in short, as one can see, it is obvious then, and then).

E - Explain Signiﬁcance (Discuss Importance)
Remind the reader of the three subtopics/ideas you wrote. Tie all your points together.
Then in 1-3 sentences, tell your reader the signiﬁcance or importance of the ideas you
have been analyzing. You might want to tell your reader what they should learn from
the ideas you analyzed in the body paragraphs. (Warning: Do not use the word “you.”)

C - Clincher
Clincher – try ending your paper with a short sentence that reinforces your argument.
This last sentence should do one of two things:
- It should either include some words from your attention-getter.
- It should include most words from your title.
This provides your paper with a sense of closure, and identiﬁes the end for you reader.

R

E

C

Code Talker Essay Outline
Paragraph 1- Introduction:
H-

I-

T-

R-

Paragraph 2- Body Paragraph
L-

E-

A-

F-

Paragraph 3- Body Paragraph
L-

E-

A-

F-

Paragraph 4- Body Paragraph
L-

E-

A-

F-

Paragraph 5: Conclusion- REC
R

E

C

Code Talker Character Traits Essay Rubric
Criteria/
Grade

4
Exceeds

3
Meets

2
Developing

1
Approaching

Introduction

Introduces topic clearly
and thoroughly,
previewing what is to
come. Hook and
introduction are
effective in reeling in
and orienting the
reader to the text and
topic.

Introduces topic
clearly, previewing
what is to come.
Hook and
introduction get the
reader’s attention.

Introduces parts of
topic, needs to
introduce some
additional aspects
of text or topic.

Introduction is lacking
or incomplete.
Students needs to
revise introduction.

Body
Paragraphs

Student utilizes LEAF
body paragraph format
effectively completing
well-written leading
and final sentences.
Students analyzes and
explains character
traits in depth.

Student utilizes
LEAF body
paragraph format
and writes leading
and final sentences
that reveal the topic.
Student analyzes
and explains
character traits.

Student utilizes
some aspects of
LEAF body
paragraph format.
Some aspects of
the body
paragraphs are
lacking or need
work.

Student attempted to
utilize a few of the
LEAF body paragraph
aspects. More work is
needed on this writing
piece.

Evidence &
Works Cited

Student selects
relevant and correctly
cited evidence for their
points and introduces
this evidence
effectively. Works Cited
is correctly formatted.

Student selects
sufficient and
correctly cited
evidence for their
writing piece and
introduces evidence.
Works Cited is
correctly formatted.

Writing piece is
lacking in
evidence, citations,
or works cited.
Some revision of
writing piece is
needed.

Writing piece is
lacking in multiple
areas. More work is
needed.

Conclusion

Student provides a
strong conclusion that
follow from, supports,
and builds on the
focus.

Provides a
conclusion that
follows from and
supports the focus.

Provides a
conclusion that
may be partially
incomplete. Needs
revision.

Conclusion is lacking
various parts and
needs more work.

Editing/
Revising

Student shows strong
command of grammar,
spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, only a
few errors are present
in the writing piece.

Student shows
appropriate
command of
grammar, spelling,
punctuation with only
a handful of errors.

Writing pieces
needs some
revision in terms of
grammar, spelling,
and punctuation
with some errors
that affect
meaning.

Writing piece needs a
great deal of revision
in terms of grammar,
spelling, and
punctuation. Many
errors that affect
meaning.

Ansel Adams Photography Analysis
Explanation: When o ering his Manzanar photography collection to the Library of Congress in
1965, Ansel Adams said in a letter, “The purpose of my work was to show these people, su ering
under a great injustice, and loss of property, businesses and professions, had overcome the
sense of defeat and despair by building for themselves a vital community in an arid
environment.”
Roy Takeno, outside Free Press O

ce

School Children

Manzanar from Guard Tower

Journal & Discussion Questions
1. What do you notice about the pictures?
2. What do you notice about lines in the
photos? What about shapes? Use of
light/dark?
3. What do you wonder about the pictures?
4. What do these images show us about the
way the camp was constructed and how it
connects with its environment?
5. What do the images show about daily life
in Manzanar?
6. Manzanar from Guard Tower is taken from a guard tower at the edge of the camp. Why might
Adams have wanted to take a photograph from there?

Book Beginnings (Pre-Reading & Chapters 1-2)
Quick Write:
★ If you were to write a book about your life, what would the title be?
★ If you were to write a book about a particular stage of your life, which
experiences might you write about and why?
Vocabulary Vault:
Word

Deﬁnition

Synonyms

Memoir

An account of facts or events based
primarily on the author’s personal
experience

Memories, history,
autobiography

Internment

Conﬁnement in a prison or prison camp,
especially during wartime.

Conﬁnement, imprisonment

Concentration
Camp

A prison camp in which large numbers of
political prisoners, aliens, or those
considered undesirable are conﬁned.

Labor Camps, Work Camps,
Death Camps

★

What do you notice and wonder about the Book, Cover, Title, etc?

____________________________________________________________
Audience Awareness
All writers must consider the following questions and adjust their stories accordingly.
Who is my audience? What might the audience already know about the topic? WHat
might they not know? Audience awareness is important for books that address
experiences in a particular historical period. Wakatsuki Houston knows her audience
may lack familiarity with the Japanese Americans experience during WWII, so she
provides background information and details to make sure her audience has the
necessary context to understand what has happened.
★ When and how does the author include background information to inform the
reader? How does the author’s writing demonstrate audience awareness?
Quotation Analysis:
“Mama took out a dinner plate and hurled it at the ﬂoor, then another and another,
never moving, never opening her mouth, just quivering and glaring at the retreating
dealer, with tears streaming down her cheeks” (14).
★ What is the signiﬁcance of this event for Mama and the family?

Relocation Camps
Article by Craig E. Blohm
Directions: Read and annotate (15-20) the article and be ready to write about and
discuss the article questions.
1 Seven-year-old Jeanne Wakatsuki watched wide-eyed as the California countryside
rolled past the windows of the Greyhound bus. She was excited, for this was her ﬁrst bus
ride. But what little Jeanne did not know was her ultimate destination, a relocation
camp called Manzanar. It was the early days of World War II, and for the United States
and its Japanese citizens, a sad chapter of history was beginning.
2 Japanese immigration to the United States had begun in the late 1800s. Japanese
citizens left their homeland in hopes of ﬁnding a better life in this country. But unlike the
European immigrants who preceded them, the Japanese brought with them customs
that seemed strange to Americans. Emperor worship and Shintoism, a religion in which
the dead are revered, were di cult for Americans to understand. Before long, racial
discrimination against the Japanese began, especially on the West Coast where most of
the immigrants had settled. This unfortunate situation was made worse on the morning
of December 7, 1941.
3 We interrupt this program to bring you a special news bulletin. The Japanese have
attacked Pearl Harbor! With this brief radio announcement, most Americans learned of
the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Overnight, fear of another attack set in. People wondered
whether Los Angeles or San Francisco might be the next target. As if by reﬂex action,
anti-Japanese hatred exploded.
4 Although most were American citizens, Japanese
Americans could no longer cash checks at their banks. Milk
deliveries to Japanese American households stopped, and
it became di cult for them to buy groceries. Soon an
ominous fear surfaced in the minds of many Americans:
Could these Japanese Americans be spies? Might they try
to sabotage our military installations? Newspaper
editorials echoed this disturbing sentiment: Get rid of the
“Japs”!

5 Many Japanese Americans tried to prove their loyalty to America. The Japanese
American Citizens League sent a telegram to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, a rming
the league’s allegiance to the United States. But the fear had become too great for
even President Roosevelt to resist. On February 19, 1942, the president signed Executive
Order 9066. By this decree, all Japanese Americans living on the West Coast were to be
removed from their homes and put into relocation, or concentration, camps.
6 When Jeanne Wakatsuki stepped o the bus at the Manzanar relocation center, a
bleak vista awaited her. Row after row of wood and tarpaper barracks stood on the
barren desert ﬂoor. Barbed-wire fences ringed the camp, with high wooden
watchtowers looming overhead. Inside, the barracks were divided into six large rooms,
one for each family of evacuees. A bare light bulb hanging from the ceiling, an oil
burning furnace, and a few cots were the only furnishings. Large gaps between the
ﬂoorboards allowed the ever-present desert dust to enter the barracks on windy days.
Privacy was almost nonexistent, and bathroom and laundry facilities were housed in a
separate building. Evacuees had few belongings, for they were allowed to take to the
camps only what they could carry.
7 In all, there were ten relocation centers, each housing between ﬁve thousand and
sixteen thousand people. Most were located in the western United States, but two were
built as far away as Arkansas. All were similar to Manzanar, constructed in deserts or
other desolate areas.
8 Despite the many hardships, the evacuees made the best of their situation. Slowly the
relocation centers became self-contained, organized towns. The people planted ﬂower
and vegetable gardens and furnished the bare rooms with mail-order bedspreads and
curtains. Unused barracks became schools, with classes ranging from nursery school to
adult education. Camp recreation included boxing, PingPong, and baseball (at some
camps as many as one hundred baseball teams were organized). Most centers had
libraries and published community newspapers.
9 Although life in the camps reached some degree of normality, it was not without
conﬂict. The stress of so many people living closely under poor housing conditions
caused occasional violence. Tension also grew between the Issei (older evacuees who
were born in Japan) and the Nisei (younger, American Born Japanese). Arguments
about the advantages of the Nisei’s American citizenship were frequent, sometimes
bitterly dividing families. On one occasion, riots between the two groups broke out at
Manzanar.

10 In late 1942, more than one hundred thousand Japanese Americans were living in
relocation centers, but the face of the war was beginning to change. Japanese forces
had been defeated at the battle of Midway, and it soon became obvious that the United
States’ mainland was no longer vulnerable to a Japanese attack. In short, there was no
longer a reason to keep Japanese Americans behind the barbed wire of the relocation
camps.
11 Unfortunately, because of many delays, some of them politically motivated, an
o cial end to the camps did not come until two years later. In December 1944, the
relocation camps ended as they had begun, by presidential decree. Slowly, American
citizens, imprisoned solely because of their race, left the camps and returned to an
uncertain freedom.
12 Of course, the United States was not the only nation to build concentration camps
during World War II. Hitler’s Nazis constructed more than one hundred camps devoted
to the destruction of European Jews and other people Hitler deemed undesirable. (This
destruction was known as the Holocaust.) Even today, the names Auschwitz, Dachau,
and Bergen-Belsen stir up grim memories. Although American concentration camps
might seem humane in comparison, they remain a dark spot on the pages of our
history.
Executive Order- is a legally binding order that the president may issue in certain
circumstances. It is like a law but it has not gone through the process that most laws do.
Executive Order 9066 allowed the government to restrict Japanese Americans liberty in
the name of protecting the country. The government later determined that these
actions violated the rights of Japanese Americans.
Article Journal & Discussion Questions:
1. What did you discover about the internment camps from reading this article?
2. Summarize the article. What are the main points of the article?
3. How would you describe the style of this article?

Internment Camps Photography Gallery Walk
Directions: Students will examine a series of photographs from the following website. Students
will travel around the room and reﬂect in their journals about at least 10 of the photographs.
Students should be ready to discuss the photographs in detail.
https://www.theatlantic.com/photo/2011/08/world-war-ii-internment-of-japanese-americans/1
00132/

Photo Number

Notice

Wonder

*Create a thesis statement about which photo is the most powerful & be ready to share!
The most powerful photo in the collection is… because it reveals that….

Analyzing Internment Effects (Chapters 3-5)
Vocabulary Vault:
Word

Meaning

Mess Hall
(Noun)

A room or building in which a group of people, such as soldiers,
regularly eat their meals

Subordinate
(Verb)

To put in a position of lesser rank or importance, make less
important than.

Communal
(Adj)

Of or belonging to members of a community, public, shared.

Integrated
(Adj)

Consisting of parts that have been blended into a harmonious
whole.

Reading Discussion Questions:
➔ How did the early days at Manzanar a ect individuals in the text?
➔ On page 26, Mama and Woody react to their new living conditions. What do their
responses reveal about their feelings?
➔ In chapter 4’s ﬁnal paragraph, HOuston states that almost everyone at
Manzanar shared two traits. The ﬁrst trait is the ability to subordinate their
desires to those of thee family or community. The second trait is a belief in the
importance of privacy. What role does each trait play at Manzanar?
➔ On page 37, Houston says that her family “after three years of mess hall living,
collapsed as an integrated unit” (37). For the family, what is the relationship
between mealtime and family unity?

Tableaux Activity
Directions: Students will illustrate some of the internment e ects by planning and performing a
Tableaux, a frozen, silent scene capturing a signiﬁcant moment in chapters 3,4 or 5. A Tableaux
plan includes what each person is feeling in the moment, what they are doing, and the textual
evidence/quotes that supports it. Each group gets a scene, plans it holds for 30 seconds and
explains what their Tableaux reveals about the e ects of the internment.
★ Scene 1- Mama, Woody, Kiyo, and Jeannie react to their living conditions. (26-27)
★ Scene 2- The boys climb the rafters. (28-29).
★ Scene 3- The internees need new clothes. (29-30)
★ Scene 4- The family gets typhoid shots (30).
★ Scene 5- The family stops eating together (36-37).
★ Scene 6- Jeannie remembers family grunion-hunting (38).

Vocabulary Vault
Word

Meaning

Synonyms/Examples

Pacify

To calm or restore peace
of mind to

Calm, soothe, appease

Detain

To hold in conﬁnement

Imprison, keep

Oblivion

The state of forgetting or
unconsciousness

Issei

A ﬁrst generation
Japanese immigrant

Nisei

A ﬁrst generation
Jeannie
Japanese immigrant’s child

Jeannie’s Father

____________________________________________________________
Censorship
Chapter 6-8

➔
★

Write a letter from Jeannie's to her family. Describe how the family is doing at
Manzanar. Mention at least 4 speciﬁc details from the text.
Innocent letters were often censored or blacked out. Which part of your letter
might be censored and why?

____________________________________________________________
Challenging Times
Chapters 8-10

★
★
★
★
★

Before beginning the ﬁnal paragraph of page 67, Why is Papa drinking and
isolating himself?
After ﬁnishing the chapter, answer, based on the chapter, how has the
Wakatsukis family life changed at Manzanar?
How have changes in the family a ected Jeannie?
How do you believe Jeannie compares to Ned Begay?
Discuss events of Chapters 9-10, Discrimination, Fred Tayama, Manzanar Internee
Riot.

____________________________________________________________

Loyalty Oath
Chapter 11
Vocab Vault:
Word

Meaning

Synonyms

Domestic (Adj)

Of the home country or
home

Indigenous, native

Allegiance

Devotion or loyalty to a
person, country, or cause

Faithfulness, ﬁdelity

Japanese American
Citizens League (JACL)

group advocating for civil
rights for Japanese
Americans

Reading Questions:
1. “It was an honest gesture, but it wasn’t much of a Christmas that year. The presents
were makeshift, the wind was roaring, Papa was drunk” (82). How would you describe
the tone and style of this quote?

2. How would you describe the tone and style of the Loyalty oath on page 81?
What is the e ect of the loyalty oath?

3. There was debate among internees over how to respond to the oath, and for many
people it was di cult to decide what to do. Reread 83-87 and ﬁll out the chart below.
Pros and Cons of answering Yes Yes.
Pros

Cons

Finishing Farewell to Manzanar
Chapters 12-15
★ Where does Woody go in these chapters?
★ How is his sense of self strengthened in these chapters?
★ What do these chapters have to do with the themes of identity and the
self?

____________________________________________________________
Epigraph from Part 1 of Farewell to Manzanar

“It is sobering to recall that although the Japanese relocation program, carried
through at such incalculable cost in misery and tragedy, was justiﬁed on the
ground that the Japanese were potentially disloyal, the record does not disclose
a single case of Japanese disloyalty or sabotage during the whole war” - Henry
Steele Commager
Sober- serious or thoughtful, solemn
Incalculable- too great or large to be calculated
Disclose- reveal

➔

What does this quote mean?

____________________________________________________________
Final Book Questions
★ How does Jeannie’s experience at Manzanar a ect her identity after the
imprisonment?
★ What do you notice about Jeannie’s adulthood?
★ “Now having seen it, I no longer wanted to lose it or to have those years
erased. Having found it, I could say what you can only say when you’ve
truly come to know a place. Farewell” (195). How does this quotation
a ect your understanding of the story?
★ What role does memory play at the end of the book?
★ How has Jeanne’s sense of self developed over the course of the text?

End of the Internment
Explanation:
The internment ended due to e orts of Japanese American individuals who fought for
justice by challenging the internment. The brave performance of Japanese American
soldiers also helped Americans to understand that the internment was wrong. In 1988,
due to the relentless work of many Japanese American individuals, President Reagan
signed the Civil Liberties Act to o cially apologize for the internment on behalf of the
US government. The government paid $20,000 to each survivor. Paying individuals for
the wrongdoing of the government is called reparations.
●

●

NPR- From Wrong to Right: A US Apology for Japanese Internmenthttps://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2013/08/09/210138278/japanese-inte
rnment-redress
Apology letter from George Bush- http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu/active
_learning/explorations/japanese_internment/internment_menu.cfm

____________________________________________________________
Analyzing Central Ideas
Directions: Students will write di erent versions of sentences explaining a central idea
from Farewell to Manzanar. They must adjust for style and tone to di erent purposes
and audiences.
Essay for Teacher-

Advertisement:

Note-

★

What makes each of these examples appropriate for its purpose and audience?

Analyzing Central Ideas Continued
Central Idea
#1

Earlier in Text
How does this idea emerge?

Textual Evidence

#2

How does this idea emerge?

Textual Evidence

Later in Text
How does this idea unfold?

Textual Evidence

How does this idea unfold?

Textual Evidence

Farewell to Manzanar Central Ideas Writing
Assignment/Task:
In Farewell to Manzanar, Wakatsuki Houston shares insights about her family’s
experience being interned during World War II. In 4 paragraphs, analyze how Wakatsuki
Houston develops two central ideas over the course of Farewell to Manzanar. You will
have an introduction and conclusion as well as 2 body paragraphs.
Requirements/Check List:
★ 4 Paragraphs in Total in Google Docs English Folder
★ 1 Introduction Paragraph (HITR)
★ 2 Body Paragraphs about Central Ideas/Themes (LEAF)
★ 1 Conclusion Paragraph (REC)
★ At least 2 pieces of evidence/quotes to back up your central ideas/themes
★ MLA Format, Citations, Works Cited

Outline: See Code Talker Essay information for details on Outline.

Paragraph 1- Introduction:
Hook having to do with book/topic/themes/central ideas-

Introduce Book/Author/Story-

Thesis about 2 Central Ideas-

Review/Transition to 1st Central Idea-

Paragraph 2- Body Paragraph
Lead/Topic Sentence about 1st Central Idea-

Evidence showing 1st Central Idea (Always introduce evidence!)-

Analysis of Evidence-

Final thoughts on Evidence/Central Idea-

Paragraph 3- Body Paragraph

Lead/Topic Sentence about 2nd Central Idea-

Evidence showing 2nd Central Idea (Always introduce evidence!)-

Analysis of Evidence-

Final thoughts on Evidence/Central Idea-

Paragraph 4: Conclusion- REC

Restate Thesis about Central Ideas in new way-

Explain Signiﬁcance of 2 Central Ideas, Why Important, What we should learn
from this-

Clincher, a way to end with a bang, connect to theme, title, book, quote, etc.-

Farewell to Manzanar Central Ideas Writing Rubric
Criteria/
Grade

4
Exceeds

3
Meets

2
Developing

1
Approaching

Introduction

Introduces topic clearly
and thoroughly,
previewing what is to
come. Hook and
introduction are
effective in reeling in
and orienting the
reader to the text and
topic.

Introduces topic
clearly, previewing
what is to come.
Hook and
introduction get the
reader’s attention.

Introduces parts of
topic, needs to
introduce some
additional aspects
of text or topic.

Introduction is lacking
or incomplete.
Students needs to
revise introduction.

Body
Paragraphs

Student utilizes LEAF
body paragraph format
effectively completing
well-written leading
and final sentences.
Students analyzes and
explains character
traits in depth.

Student utilizes
LEAF body
paragraph format
and writes leading
and final sentences
that reveal the topic.
Student analyzes
and explains
character traits.

Student utilizes
some aspects of
LEAF body
paragraph format.
Some aspects of
the body
paragraphs are
lacking or need
work.

Student attempted to
utilize a few of the
LEAF body paragraph
aspects. More work is
needed on this writing
piece.

Evidence &
Works Cited

Student selects
relevant and correctly
cited evidence for their
points and introduces
this evidence
effectively. Works Cited
is correctly formatted.

Student selects
sufficient and
correctly cited
evidence for their
writing piece and
introduces evidence.
Works Cited is
correctly formatted.

Writing piece is
lacking in
evidence, citations,
or works cited.
Some revision of
writing piece is
needed.

Writing piece is
lacking in multiple
areas. More work is
needed.

Conclusion

Student provides a
strong conclusion that
follow from, supports,
and builds on the
focus.

Provides a
conclusion that
follows from and
supports the focus.

Provides a
conclusion that
may be partially
incomplete. Needs
revision.

Conclusion is lacking
various parts and
needs more work.

Editing/
Revising

Student shows strong
command of grammar,
spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, only a
few errors are present
in the writing piece.

Student shows
appropriate
command of
grammar, spelling,
punctuation with only
a handful of errors.

Writing pieces
needs some
revision in terms of
grammar, spelling,
and punctuation
with some errors
that affect
meaning.

Writing piece needs a
great deal of revision
in terms of grammar,
spelling, and
punctuation. Many
errors that affect
meaning.

Identity in a Time of Challenge Essay
Background:
World War II was an important event that a ected all Americans. During this module we
examined the experiences of two individuals: Ned Begay, a ﬁctional character whose
story was based on the experiences of actual Navajo code talkers, and Jeanne
Wakatsuki, a young Japanese American girl who was interned along with her family in
Manzanar. Their experiences in World War II changed their lives and had a profound
inﬂuence upon how they came to see and feel about themselves. Students will explain
how one individual encountered adversity and/or opportunity as a result of the war,
and how he or she formed identity in a time marked by challenge on both a national
and human scale. Choose one of these individuals—Ned or Jeanne—and write a four- or
ﬁve-paragraph informative essay explaining how the war inﬂuenced his or her identity
development.
Checklist:
❏ Introduce a topic clearly, summarizing the individual’s experience.
❏ Clearly organize ideas and use transitions (through words, phrases, or clauses) to
develop the essay.
❏ Include relevant facts, details, and quotations from the text.
❏ Use words and ideas to show knowledge of the topic.
❏ Write in an academic, formal style.
❏ Provide a conclusion that builds o of and supports ideas.
❏ Use precise and concise language.
❏ Spell correctly.
Comparing Ned & Jeanne
Like Ned Begay from Code Talker, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston is an individual who was
a ected by World War II. How is her experience similar to and di erent from Ned’s?
This will help you decide who to write your essay about!

Identity in a Time of Challenge Evidence Guide

Writing Thesis Statements
Directions: Write a Thesis Statement for your Identity in a Time of Challenge Essay. Be
sure to include 2-3 ways that the character’s identity has been inﬂuenced by the war.
Look back to Writing Thesis Statements for Code Talker essay for more practice.
Sentence Stems: Use these as a guide…

➔

World War II (strengthened , weakened, inﬂuenced) _______’s (Character’s)
sense of self/identity by….(List Changes to identity)

➔

_______ (Character’s) sense of self/identity was inﬂuenced by the war because

Now, create your own thesis statement.
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

★

Discuss thesis statements in groups and improve. Check w. Ms. Settles.

Analyzing a Model Essay
Directions:
Color code and annotate the essay to ﬁnd the di erent acronyms HITR, LEAF, and REC.
Annotate for transitions, contextual and historical language, and more. The prompt is
di erent but it is still an informative essay.
Prompt (di erent from your Identity in a Time of Challenge Essay):
Individuals responded to the challenges of World War II in many di erent ways. Select
an individual from Farewell to Manzanar, and explain how he or she responded to the
war’s challenges.
Wartime Woody Wakatsuki
Being a big brother is never easy. Top that o with a race-based forced
relocation to a concentration camp, and I would say you have earned the right to
complain. In Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston’s memoir, Farewell to Manzanar, however,
brother Woody Wakatsuki never does! After Japan bombed Pearl Harbor, the U.S.
government feared Japanese Americans might be disloyal, so they imprisoned Woody’s
family and thousands of others at Manzanar Internment Camp. Internees responded to
this injustice in diverse ways. Woody responded in a manner that reﬂected his unique
personality. Woody chose to express a positive attitude in order to help his family
endure. He also chose to serve in the U.S. Army.
Woody chose to maintain a positive attitude in order to help his family endure a
painful wartime experience. The Wakatsukis’ ﬁrst day at Manzanar was di cult
because they had been separated from Papa, it was cold, and their living conditions
were appalling. Mama was distraught. Woody responded by smiling, hugging her tight,
and saying “We’ll make it better, Mama. You watch” (24), although “Grief ﬂickered in his
eyes” (24). This shows that inwardly, Woody felt upset. Instead of expressing it, though,
he comforted his mother and provided hope. After they were served terrible food,
Woody joked that their next meal would be rice with syrup. This would taste even more
terrible, and Woody helped his family laugh about the camp’s food. He stayed strong
for his family and made the best of things.
Despite what the government had put his family through, Woody still felt loyal
and chose to serve in the U.S. Army. When internees were asked to pledge their
allegiance to the United States by taking the Loyalty Oath, many felt conﬂicted about
how to respond to the government that had stolen their freedom. Woody, however,
explained that he wanted to ﬁght in the army because he was an American citizen, and
“America is at war” (75). This shows that he considered being American an important
part of his identity and felt genuine loyalty. When Papa argued with him, Woody

revealed another reason to ﬁght: “The more of us go into the army, the sooner the war
will be over, the sooner you and Mama will be out of here” (75). Woody was devoted to
his family’s welfare in addition to his country, so he chose to ﬁght for them in the most
literal way possible.
Woody responded to wartime challenges by expressing his positive attitude and
sense of humor to comfort his family. He also chose to join the U.S. Army. It would have
been understandable for him to respond to the internment by rioting, but the path he
chose instead shows how optimistic, loyal, and caring he was. He was a model American
citizen. If President Roosevelt had gotten to know individuals like Woody instead of
stereotyping all Japanese Americans, perhaps he would not have signed Executive
Order 9066.

____________________________________________________________
Identity in a Time of Challenge Essay Outline
Paragraph 1- Introduction:
H-

I-

T-

R-

Paragraph 2- Body Paragraph
L-

E-

A-

F-

Paragraph 3- Body Paragraph

L-

E-

A-

F-

Paragraph 4- Body Paragraph

L-

E-

A-

F-

Paragraph 5: Conclusion- REC

R

E

C

Identity in a Time of Challenge Self & Peer Editing/Revisions

Praise:

Suggestions:

Identity in a Time of Challenge Writing Rubric
Criteria/
Grade

4
Exceeds

3
Meets

2
Developing

1
Approaching

Introduction

Introduces topic clearly
and thoroughly,
previewing what is to
come. Hook and
introduction are
e ective in reeling in
and orienting the
reader to the text and
topic.

Introduces topic
clearly, previewing
what is to come.
Hook and
introduction get the
reader’s attention.

Introduces parts of
topic, needs to
introduce some
additional aspects
of text or topic.

Introduction is lacking
or incomplete.
Students needs to
revise introduction.

Body
Paragraphs

Student utilizes LEAF
body paragraph
format e ectively
completing well-written
leading and ﬁnal
sentences. Students
analyzes and explains
character traits in
depth.

Student utilizes LEAF
body paragraph
format and writes
leading and ﬁnal
sentences that
reveal the topic.
Student analyzes
and explains
character traits.

Student utilizes
some aspects of
LEAF body
paragraph format.
Some aspects of
the body
paragraphs are
lacking or need
work.

Student attempted to
utilize a few of the
LEAF body paragraph
aspects. More work is
needed on this writing
piece.

Evidence &
Works Cited

Student selects
relevant and correctly
cited evidence for their
points and introduces
this evidence
e ectively. Works Cited
is correctly formatted.

Student selects
su cient and
correctly cited
evidence for their
writing piece and
introduces evidence.
Works Cited is
correctly formatted.

Writing piece is
lacking in evidence,
citations, or works
cited. Some
revision of writing
piece is needed.

Writing piece is lacking
in multiple areas. More
work is needed.

Conclusion

Student provides a
strong conclusion that
follow from, supports,
and builds on the focus.

Provides a conclusion
that follows from
and supports the
focus.

Provides a
conclusion that
may be partially
incomplete. Needs
revision.

Conclusion is lacking
various parts and
needs more work.

Editing/
Revising

Student shows strong
command of grammar,
spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, only a
few errors are present
in the writing piece.

Student shows
appropriate
command of
grammar, spelling,
punctuation with only
a handful of errors.

Writing pieces
needs some
revision in terms of
grammar, spelling,
and punctuation
with some errors
that a ect
meaning.

Writing piece needs a
great deal of revision
in terms of grammar,
spelling, and
punctuation. Many
errors that a ect
meaning.

Socratic Seminar
Directions: For the Diversity & Equality in Society unit, we will have another
Socratic Seminar discussion format. Below you will ﬁnd the Socratic
Seminar participation packet, which includes all expectations and rules for
the discussion as well as the observation sheet for the outside circle.
Students will receive a DTQ packet for the discussion as well.

Socrates is a classical Greek philosopher who is known as one of the
founders of Western philosophy. Socratic seminars are named for their
embodiment of Socrates’ belief in the power of asking questions, prize
inquiry over information and discussion over debate.
Socratic Seminar Texts & Topics to Discuss:
★ Unit Quotes- Maya Angelou,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Chief
Joseph
★ American Propaganda Posters:
United We Win & Americans All
★ Benjamin O’Davis Informational
Article
★ Pearl Harbor and WWII Article
★ Japanese Internment Article
★ Student Research Presentations
★ Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac
★ Farewell to Manzanar by Jeanne
Wakatsuki Houston
★ Various Photography

DTQ Packet for Socratic Seminar
Directions: Here are the questions that will be discussed in the Socratic Seminar.
Students are also asked to add their own questions to the packets.
Unit Questions:
1. What factors impact a person’s identity? What makes up a person’s identity? What is
your own identity? How did identity impact one of the characters or people we learned
about?

2. What does diversity mean? What does it mean to be diverse?

3. What is equality? What does it mean to be equal? What new ideas about equality did
you learn from this unit?

4. What does it mean to be marginalized?

5. What new vocabulary did you learn throughout this unit?

Unit Quotes: Be Ready to discuss the following quotes, what do the quotes mean to
you? What is the message the person is trying to get across?
-

1. “We all should know that diversity makes for a rich tapestry, and we must understand
that all the threads of the tapestry are equal in value no matter what their color.” - Maya
Angelou

-

2. “The history of the past is but one long struggle upward to equality”- Elizabeth Cady
Stanton

-

3. “The earth is the mother of all people, and all people should have equal rights upon it.”
- Chief Joseph

World War II Propaganda Posters:
1. Explain the two propaganda posters, United We Win and Americans All. What was
the meaning of these posters? What was the purpose of them?

Articles: Benjamin O’Davis & Pearl Harbor/WWII Informational Articles
1. Who was Benjamin O’Davis?

2. Why was he important? What were his greatest achievements?

3. How was Benjamin O’Davis marginalized?

4. What did you learn from reading the Pearl Harbor and World War II article?

Research Presentations:
1.

What did you learn from completing the research presentation assignment?

2. What did you learn from your peers’ research presentations?

Code Talker/Navajo History:
1. What does it mean to be Navajo? Talk about the importance of rituals, ceremonies,
memory, beliefs about the land, respect for one’s elders in Navajo culture.

2. What is Ned Begay like as a character? How does Ned Begay develop as a character
throughout the text?

3. What are the central themes of Code Talker?

4. How is Ned’s language and culture important to him? What sustained him during the
challenges he faced? What message does the author deliver about culture, community,
and heritage?

5. What do you think the author thinks of discrimination? How did Code talker make you
think about discrimination?

6. According to Code Talker what does it mean to be an American?

7. What aspects of Navajo culture and identity are signiﬁcant to Ned Begay during his
school experience? How do these cultural aspects impact him?

8. What aspects of Navajo culture and identity are signiﬁcant to Ned Begay during his
war experience? How does these cultural aspects impact him?

9. What were Ned and the other Code Talkers prohibited from doing after the war? How
did this a ect his life? Why and why was this prohibition ended?

10. What experiences of discrimination does Ned encounter after the war? How do these
experiences strengthen his resolve or determination to be proud of being Navajo and
work for his people?

11. How does Ned heal after the war?

World War II:
1. What did you learn about World War II from this unit?

2. What were some of the most important events in World War II?

3. What do you think the author of Code Talker thinks of war? How did Code Talker
make you think di erently about war?

4. How did World War II impact individuals?

Farewell to Manzanar/Japanese Internment:
1. Who was Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston? Who were her family members?

2. What was the Japanese Internment?

3. What were the conditions of the Japanese Internment Camps?

4. What di erent experiences did people like the Wakatsuki’s have to endure?

5. How does Farewell to Manzanar build my understanding of WWII?

6. What have I learned from reading Farewell to Manzanar?

Book Connections
1. Like Ned Begay from Code Talker, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston is an individual
who was a ected by WWII. How is her experience similar to and di erent from
Ned’s?

Photography:
1. Going back to the Ansel Adams photographs, Manzanar from Guard Tower, Toy
Takeno, outside Free Press O ce, and School Children. What in these
photographs reinforces what you have learned from studying Farewell to
Manzanar? How do these photographs build your knowledge of the Japanese
Internment camps?

2. From the larger collection of photographs, what photos stuck out to you? What
ones were the most memorable in the collection?

Flipped Lessons
1. What did you learn from the ﬂipped lessons on WWII and The Long Walk?

Socratic Seminar Participation Packet
Goal: Your goal during this activity is to speak as much as possible about the DTQs,
topics and texts. In order to get credit for this activity, you need to PARTICIPATE in both
the inside and the outside circles. Please speak at least 3 times in the inner circle.
Process of Socratic Seminar:
1. Prepare for the Socratic Seminar before participating in the discussion.
2. The Socratic Seminar will be fully explained and all resources will be reviewed.
3. The teacher will select a Discussion Leader to lead the Socratic Seminar.
4. The Inner circle will discuss questions in the DTQ Packet for around 15 minutes.
5. The Outer circle will listen and take notes on the Observation Sheet and be silent.
6. After the allotted time, I will say it is time for the circles to switch.
7. The new inner circle will discuss the DTQs for around 15 minutes as the outer
circle is again silent and taking notes.
8. After, we will have a debrief session in which anyone who would like more
participation points can review what was said/how it was said in the discussion.
9. Lastly, students will reﬂect about the discussion with their groups.
Expectations:
● Everyone must speak during the inner circle and it is optional to speak during the
review session after the seminar for additional points.
● No need to raise your hand, take turns speaking.
● Speak loudly and clearly. Think out your ideas before you say them.
● The outer circle must be SILENT when the inner circle is speaking. The outer circle
will be taking notes during the session.
● Discussion Leaders need to keep the conversation going. The teacher will not be
involved in the conversation. As the Discussion Leaders, you will ask questions
when the conversation lags but also need to answer questions.
● Talk to each other not just the Discussion Leader.
● Respect each other’s opinions.
● Stick to the topics and texts at hand.
Socratic Seminar Reﬂection
What did you think of the Socratic Seminar? Did you feel prepared enough for
the seminar? What went well? What did not go well? What could you improve on for
another discussion format? What did you like/dislike about the seminar? Reﬂect on the
experience of participating in this activity.

Language Frames and Question Stems
Students may use these language frames and question stems to help the discussions going, keep
the discussion going or to end the discussion.
Problems you may come across in discussions:
How to Get Started/Awkward Silence
I believe…
I notice…
On page___ it says…
I see a connection to…
Do you think…
Why do you think…
Including Everyone
To build on what ____ said…
________, what do you think?
I agree/disagree with what _______ said because
Clearing Up Confusion
I don’t understand…
So, are you saying…
What about…
What do you mean by…
Maybe this means…
Finishing Up
Can we all agree that…
I used to think ______, but now I think…
What were the key points of this conversation?
What did we talk about?
Question Stems (Use these to help come up with questions, you are not required to use these)
What do you think about…?
How do you feel about…?
Can you explain why…?
What do you think would happen if…?
What is the di erence between…?
How are ____ and ____ similar?
How is _____ related to ____?
What did you learn about…?
What is a quote that supports _____ and how?
Why do you think the author/the character____?

Outer Circle Observation Sheet
It is important that you ﬁll out the following sheet while observing the
conversation. This sheet is a part of your grade for the Socratic Seminar. Please
record who spoke, who used quotes and anything that was said that was
interesting or well-said as well as other notes on the conversation. (You do not
need to state who said each note.)

Who spoke? (List names)

Who used quotes? (List names)

Note what was said and how it was said.

Speaking and Listening Self-Assessment
Directions: Use this tool to assess your participation in the Socratic Seminar.

After the Discussion: Self-Assess: Grade yourself on a 4-1 scale based on the
following:
Criteria:
I came prepared for the discussion.
I responded to questions.
I made relevant observations.
I acknowledged and built on others’ ideas.
I listened carefully.
I brought the discussion back on topic as
needed.
I agreed and disagreed respectfully. I
disagreed with the statement, not the
person.
I did not interrupt.
I used a polite tone of voice.
I used appropriate, formal, academic
language. I used vocabulary that I
learned in this module.

I met my goal for this discussion. YES / NO
Explain:

My goal for the next discussion is to:

4-1 Scale

Socratic Seminar Rubric

